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Effects of a Parallel Electric Field and the GeomagneticField
in the TopsideIonosphereon Auroral and
PhotoelectronEnergy Distributions
Q.-L. MIN, D. LUMMERZHEIM, M. H. REE$, AND K. STAMNES
Geophysical Institute and Physics Department, [tni•ersity o• Alaska, Fairbanks

The consequencesof electric field acceleration and an inhomogeneousmagnetic field on
auroral electron energy distributions in the topside ionosphere are investigated. The onedimensional, steady state electron transport equation includes elastic and inelastic collisions, an
inhomogeneousmagnetic field, and a field-aligned electric field. The case of a self-consistent
polarization electric field is considered first. The self-consistentfield is derived by solving the

continuity equationfor all ions of importance,includingdiffusionof O+ and H+ , and the
electron and ion energy equations to derive the electron and ion temperatures. The system of
coupled electron transport, continuity, and energy equations is solved numerically. Recognizing
observationsof parallel electric fields of larger magnitude than the baseline caseof the polarization
field, the effect of two model fields on the electron distribution function is investigated. In one
case the field is increasedfrom the polarization field magnitude at 300 km to a maximum at the
upper boundary of 800 kin, and in another case a uniform field is added to the polarization field.
Substantial perturbations of the low energy portion of the electron flux are produced: an upward
directed electric field acceleratesthe downward directed flux of low-energy secondaryelectrons and

decelerates
the upwarddirectedcomponent.
Aboveabout400km the inhomogeneous
magnetic
field produces anisotropies in the angular distribution of the electron flux. The effects of the
perturbed energy distributions on auroral spectral emissionfeatures are noted.
INTRODUCTION

Numerous studies during the past quarter century have
shown that auroral electron precipitation into the Earth's
atmosphere produces substantial enhancementsor perturbations in several ionospheric and atmospheric parameters
such as ionization, excitation, and thermal effects. These
studies, however, have not considered the possibility that

the dominant physical processesin the magnetospherediffer from those applicable to the atmosphere to the extent

that it has not (yet) been possibleto couplethe two re-

gions self-consistently.We have made a start in this direction by introducing an electric field accelerationterm and a
convergingmagnetic field term into the collisionalelectron
transport equation. The magnetic field term simply specifies
the dipole field variation, B, with altitude. There are two
autorally producedchangesin atmospheric/ionospheric
pacomponents to the electric œeld, a polarization œeld and a
rameters may, in turn, cause perturbations to the phase
field due to current flowing in a region of finite conductivity.
space distribution of the precipitating electrons. This posIn the atmosphere and ionosphere, elastic and inelassibility could not be investigatedquantitatively prior to the
tic collisionsdominate the processesthat govern the phase
development of electron transport codes that compute the
space distribution of energetic particles as well as the ion
evolutionof the electronintensityI(z, e,I•) as a functionof composition and density and the plasma temperature. We
altitude z, energy e, and pitch angle /• as the stream penetherefore solve the coupled electron transport, ion continutrates into the inhomogeneousatmosphere. Electron transity, and electron and ion energy equationsself-consistently.
port has been studied by severalinvestigatorsin recentyears
We do not include Poisson'sequation which couplesthe elec[Bergeret al., 1970;Banksand Nagy,1970;NagyandBanks,
tric field with the charge density. We cannot, therefore,
1970; Mantas, 1975; Strickland et al., 1976; Jasperse,1977;
adopt a self-consistentelectric field due to a current of magStamnes, 1980; Stamnes, 1981; Porter et al., 1987; Lumnetospheric origin. Two parallel electric field models are
merzheim, 1987; Lilensten, 1989; Link, 1992]. All investiassumed. In one case the field is linearly increased from the
gators start either with an embeddedphotoelectronsource
polarization field magnitude at 300 km to a maximum at
and/or with a flux at the upperboundaryrepresentingcon- the upper boundary, while in another case, a uniform field
jugate photoelectronsand/or auroral electrons. The ener- is added to the polarization field. In both casesthe electric
getic electronsare allowed to be scatteredand degradedin field term is always a small acceleration sourcein the transenergy by a variety of inelastic and elastic collisions. The
port equation and has no direct influence on the ion and
probleminvolvessolvingthe linear Boltzmann equationwith electron continuity and energy equations.
emphasis on collisions.
Electron transport has also been consideredby the mag-

netosphericcommunity[Evans,1974; Gurgioloand Burch,
1988]. In the magnetosphere,collisionswith the neutral
gas may be neglected, while the role of electric and magnetic œeldsbecomesimportant. The equationsthat describe
Copyright 1993 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 93JA01742.
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The large differencein massbetween the positive ions and
electrons gives rise to a correspondingdifferencein the inertial force terms in the equations for the diffusion velocity.
Separation of oppositely charged speciesis prevented, however, by the development of a polarization field that constrains the ions and electrons to drift as a single gas, thus
maintaining bulk charge neutrality in the ionosphere. For
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most F region applications, collisionalinteractionsdominate
over field effects, and Ohm's law reduces to

that a resistive instability operates within the ionospherein
regionsof shearedmagnetic field topology. This proposalis
consistent

+ ,VT,
where •e is the electrical conductivity, •'e is the current flow
conductivity due to thermal gradients at constant electron
density, E is the polarization electric field, Te and n• are
the electron temperature and density, respectively. In the
ionosphere, the polarization field E is determined by the
current, J, rather than vice versa:

O'e

•/•,e

with low-altitude

satellite-borne

measurements

of

magneticfield perturbations. The instability can growunder
typical ionosphericconditionsand is not damped by plasmaneutral gas frictional forcesor by ionization/recombination
processes. In this paper we investigate the consequences
of the parallel electric field that is associatedwith electron
precipitation and auroral arc formation.
ELECTRON TRANSPORT EQUATION
The interaction of suprathermal electrons with the partially ionized gas in the thermosphereis describedby the
electron continuity equation

O'e

Polarization electric fields exist whenever there are gradients in the electron density and temperature, and fieldaligned currents provide an additional component of electric field. A precipitating electron itux contributesto the
field-aligned current not only directly but also through enhanced ionization produced by its interaction with atmo-

spheric gases. In addition, a suprathermal electron stream
heats the electron gas, resulting in an increaseof the electron temperature. In turn, an upward directed polarization field acceleratesthe downward moving electrons and
deceleratesthe upward moving component. In this context,
downwardmeans the direction from the magnetosphereinto
the ionospherealong the magnetic field line; upward is in
the opposite direction. The perturbed electron energy distribution results from the effects of the polarization field on
the ionospheric parameters and, in turn, implies a change
in the polarization electric field, that is, the physical processesare coupled. The polarization electric field represents
the baseline value of a parallel electric field in the topside
ionosphere.
Several processeshave been proposed in the literature to
show that additional parallel electric fields can be supported
self-consistently under various conditions. These mecha-

of(,v,t)
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+ v.
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_

t))
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For the treatment of auroral electron transport, a number of approximations can be made to simplify the nonlinear

Boltzmann equation in order to arrive at a linear transport
equation. The transit time of precipitating electronsalong
the magnetic field lines is short comparedto changesin the
atmosphere in responseto electron impact. Thus the structure of an auroral potential region is likely to be controlled
by its boundary conditions, and auroral electron transport
is generally consideredto be quasi-static. The explicit time
dependence of the electron distribution function is there-

foreneglected(Of/Or = 0). For the magneticfieldstrength
and average mean free path in the topside ionosphere,the

electrongyrofrequency
is muchlargerthan the collisionfre-

quency. The transport of an individual electron can then
be represented by the motion of its guiding center. Consequently,the average motion is symmetric with respectto
azimuth and one-dimensional along the geomagneticfield.
The interaction of the streaming electronswith the ambient electron gas is approximated by a continuousenergy
nisms(reviewedby Kan [1982]and Lundin and Eliasson lossprocess. The energy loss to the axnbientelectronswith

[1991])includeanomalous
resistivity,doublelayers,electro- densityne is specifiedby the.lossfunctionœ(e)[Swartzet
al., 1971]. The total changein momentumis

static shocks, pitch angle anisotropy, magnetic mirror effect on parallel currents, thermoelectric effects, and Alfv•n
waves. As the acceleratedauroral electronsimpinge on the
atmosphere, ionization and hence the ionosphericconductivity are enhanced. In addition to the losscone constriction on
the upward field-aligned current, anomalousresistivity due
to current-driven

instabilities

can also limit

the current

0v

vxB

rn.•-=-n.L(e)
v-+qr+q•

(4)

where

and

1;(,) =

3.37 x 10-•2

may lead to a potential drop along field lines [Stasie•vicz,
e--0.53Te
)
1984; Boehm et al., 1990]. Observationsof upward field
alignedion beams..andelectricfield reversalssuggestthat and T• is the ambient electron temperature in electronvolts,
the low-altitude boundary of an auroral potential structure n• is the electron density in electronsper cubic centimeter,
and e is the energy of the incident electrons in electron
may be locatedbelow.1000km [Mozer, 1980, 1981].
volts.
The electric field is related to the potential drop •b
The electron acceleraii0n mechanisms enumerated above
I

2

by E = -V•b. The electronenergyis e = •rne• + q•band
arebelieved
to opera{•,primarily
above
thethermosphere;
however,to closethe magnetosphere-ionosphere
circuit, the
current continuity condition requires the presenceof fieldaligned currents. Field-aligned currents in the topsideionosphere have been inferred from the perturbations that are

producedin the magneticfield [Evanset al., 1977; Lanchesterand Rees,1987]. The largestfield-alignedcurrentdensities in the ionosphereare associatedwith thin auroral arcs,

especiallynear their edges[Lanchesterand Wallis, 1985;
McFaddenet al., 1990]. Otto and Birk [1992]havesuggested

q = -e for electrons.

FollowingStamnesand Rees [1983], the loss term in
equation(4)is transformed,and the continuityequation
becomes,
o

v.

- --,. y,(

-

+ vxB).v•.•.•f
c

(6)
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Conservation of the first adiabatic invariant requires that
i

=-

2

•m,v.•
_
(e+e•)(1
--•2)=constant
B
B

we
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obtain

where • is the cosineof the pitch angle. Differentiating with
respect to • yields

(lo)

(?)

where ß is a spatial variable along the magneticfield line.
The collisionterm in the continuity equation, on the righthand side, specifies the interaction of the electrons with
neutral and chargedparticlesin the thermosphere,including
elastic, excitation, dissociation,and ionization collision. In
each collision an electron is transferred between points in
phase space. For each processk we have

where Ae is the energydifferencebetweentwo energylevels,

and•(r, e) is the scatteringalbedo,whichis the ratioof the
elastic collision frequency to the total collision frequency

[Lurnrnerzheirn,
1987]. Qcottcombinesall internalsources,
includinglocally producedphotoelectrons,
energy-degraded
electrons from inelastic collisions at higher energies, and
secondaryelectronsfrom ionizing collisions. QB and
are the electric field and the inhomogeneousmagneticfield
terms.

(8)

The solutionof this angular dependentelectrontransport
equation requires solving an integro-differentialequation
by adopting and modifying the discreteordinate method

(DOM) of radiativetransfer[Starnneset al., 1988; Lummerzheimet al., 1989] and evaluatingthe sourcefunctions

wheren(r) is the neutraldensity,
•rk is thecross
section, Q,ou,

Q•, and
and pk is the phase function of the kth collision process.
Energy degradationis handled by solvingthe problem
The first term on the right-hand sideconstitutesa sourceof from high to low energies. The componentof Q•ott due
electronsfor a phasespacevolume; the secondterm is a loss to energy-degraded
electronsat a givenenergycan be comterm.
puted from the intensity distributionat higherenergies.Qs
Taking into accountelasticand inelasticcollisions,the ge- and Qs dependnot only on o butalso
on•-fi.TheDOM
omagneticmirror effectthroughconservationof the first adi- method of Starnneset al. [1988] providesanalytic expresabatic invariant, the electric field, and the interaction with
sionsfor the intensity which can be evaluated at any desired
ambient electronsthrough the continuousslowingdown apangle. The derivative with respectto angleis

proximationand definingthe electronintensityI(•,e,•)=

•'f(,,v,t)/m,

[Duderstadt
and Martin, 1979],the one-

dimensional steady state transport equation is
and we use a finite difference schemeto calculate the energy

81

derivative:

(9)
We restrict our attention to examining weak upward

electricfieldswith a strengthbelow50/•V/m. In this range
the energy gained by an electron in a mean free path at
heightslessthan 1000 km doesnot exceedthe mean energy
of thermal electrons. This obviates the need to include wave

where•rjtøtis the sumof all losscross
sections.
processesassociatedwith the excitation of low-frequency
Qi•,, andQ•,•,oto
arethesources
of elasticcollision,
excita- plasma instabilities.
tion, ionization, and photoionization, and the summationis
taken over all speciesj.
In order to solve this integro-differentialequation for the
electron intensity I as a function of the position s, energy
e, and cosine pitch angle /•, we treat the electric field
and magnetic field terms as sourcesand treat the energy
loss term as an additional collisionlike process. Denoting

the angle between the horizontal and the magneticfield
direction by a, the altitude z is given by z = s sina.
Substituting the scatteringdepth •' for the altitude z by

The downward electron intensity is specified at the up-

per boundary,while the upward electronintensityis given
at the lower boundary. The lower boundary is assumedto
lie at a density within the atmospherethat is large, so that
the intensity becomesvanishinglysmall. The upper boundary condition applied to the transport equationdependson
the problem that is being addressed.In the photoelectron
transport case we assumea small downwardelectronflux
characterized by a Maxwellfan energy distribution with a
characteristicenergy of about 50 eV and an energyflux of
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0.03erascm-•s-I to accountfor the contribution
fromthe
conjugate hemisphere. In the auroral casethe flux also vanishes at the lower boundary, while at the upper boundary,
we specify the intensity of auroral electron precipitation derived from rocket or satellite

measurements

Here •i,• is the ion-neutral collision frequency, and the
plasma scale height is
rnlg

= .iT.

or of an assumed

analytic form.
The energy steps adopted in the numerical solution of

In the altitude region of interest, the F region and above,

on the grid. We have verified the validity of this assumption by applying an entirely different method of solution to

sinks, eliminating the flux divergenceterm in the continuity
equations. The chemical reactions included here are listed

equation(10) are sufficiently
closetogetherto justifyspeci- the major ionsare O+ and H+, and we solvethe coupled
equations
for thesespecies.O•+, N•+, N+, and
fying the sourceterms due to the electric and magnetic fields diffusion
NO
+
densities
are
assumed
to haveonly localsources
and
at a given energy by their value at the next higher energy
identicaltest cases.Cannon[1984]hassuggested
that terms

proportional
to • and• canbetreated
asnonlocal
per-

turbations. The perturbation method yields values similar
to the method which we have adopted, but more than 10
iterations are required to achieve the same results.

SELF-CONSISTENT
ELECTRIC

by Rees [1989]. Bulk charge neutrality prevailsin the
ionosphere;having calculated the ion densities, the electron
density is

n,(z)= Z Ni(z)

(16)

i

Several reaction rate coefficientsare temperature dependent, requiring the continuity equationsto be coupled with
the energy equations for the electron and ion gas. Solution
of the energy equations yields the electron and ion temper-

FIELD-ALIGNED
FIELD

The polarization field given by equation (2)must be
consistent with the parameters adopted in the solution of
the transport equation. These are the neutral atmosphere
and height profiles of the electron density and temperature.
An empirical model is adopted for the neutral atmospheric
composition, density, and temperature' the mass spectrom-

atures.

The transit time of auroral electrons and photoelectrons
in the thermosphere is short by comparisonwith changes
in the host medium in responseto the electron fluxes. The
steady state electron energy equation therefore suffices:

eter/incoherent
scatter(MSIS) model.Profilesof ionization
and electron temperature are computed for two cases, an
embedded photoelectron source and an auroral flux of ener.
getic electrons incident at the top of the atmosphere. Several investigatorshave solvedthe time dependention conti-

8z J

K' is the electron thermal conductivity, Q, is the electron
heating rate, and L, is the cooling rate. The contribution
of the

thermoelectric

current

to the

heat

flow

has been

nuity equationsrelevantto this problem[e.g., Dalgarnoet

neglected.Equation(17) has beendiscussed
in detail by
al., 1969; Schunk and Walker, 1970; Walker and Rees, 1968;
Reesand Robie[1975],Schunkand Nagy [1978],and Rees
Jones and Rees, 1973; Robieand Rees,1977; Min, 1993].
[1989]. These authorsalso give numericalvaluesfor the
The methodis describedin detail by Rees[1989]and is only conductivity coefficient and numerous contributions to the

briefly sketched below.
electron cooling rate L,. In the upper F region there is
The coupled continuity equations for all the ion species,
substantial exchangeof energy between ions and electrons
i, must be solved as
through Coulomb collisions. The ion energy equation

at = r• + r• -NiL. - O--•

Qi, + Qs• -/;i,• = 0

(11)

Ni is theconcentration
of spedes
i at altitudez, •/aand•i
are the production rates of species i from direct ionization
and from chemical reactions, respectively,and Li is the local

(18)

is therefore coupled into the system of equations to be
solved. Qi• is the ion heating rate by Coulomb collisions

with electrons(an energylossprocess
for the electrongas),
Qs& identifiesthe joule heating rate, and Li,• is the ion

cooling rate by elastic and inelastic collisionswith neutrals.
chemical(andradiative)lossrate. The fluxdueto ambipolar
Conduction in the ion gas is negligibly small in the ionodiffusion is •i:
sphere, and all ions are assignedthe same temperature, Ti,
an adequate assumption for our purpose. For the auroral

----+

mT.+

)

casewe have adopted an arbitrary value of 30 mV/m for

where the ambipolar diffusion coeffident is

the orthogonal electric field, providing a small value for the
joule heating rate. Details and numerical valuesfor Q,i and

The plasma temperature, Tp, and the reducedtemperature,

collisionswith photoelectrons
and auroralelectrons.The
heatingrate in equation(17) is givenby

Li,• are givenby Reesand Robie[1975],Schunkand Nagy
D98]. ,,d
D989].
The ambient electron gasis heated by thermalizing elastic

T,= (T.+
T,)
2

'

T,.= (T,+2 T.)

Q, --

n,(z)L(e)I(z,e,l•)dedl•
1

(19)
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We adopted the MSIS-90 neutral atmospheretHedin,
where e0 is the thermal energy, L(e) is the electronloss
function(equation(5)), and I(z,•,•)is the elect•oninten- 1991] at 60øN, 200øEfor northernwinter (year 1990, day
sity (equation(10)). Equation(19) expresses
the coupling 030). We assumedan F10.?solaractivityindexof 150 and
between electron transport, continuity, and electron energy
equations. Part of the energy brought into the atmosphere
by photoelectron and auroral electron fluxes is shared with
the ambient electron gas, raising its temperature above that
of the neutral gas.

an Ap index of 30. The model run was started at noon, but
the auroral precipitation was not turned on until 2200 LT.
Auroral electron precipitation was simulated by an isotropic
angular distribution and a Maxwellfan energy distribution

with 1-keVcharacteristic
energyanda 5 ergscm-2 s-1 en-

The differentialequation(17) requiresboundarycondi- ergy flux, supplementedby a power law spectrum with entions appropriate to the physicalproblembeinginvestigated.
Local equilibrium prevails at the lower boundary. A heat
flux is appropriate at the upper boundary, but observations
provide little guidance. More commonly,the heat flux is adjusted to match a measuredtemperature. Large heat fluxes
produce temperature gradients that influencethe magnitude
of the polarisation field. Large values of heat flux are associated with the decay of the ring current during large
geomagneticstorms. The resulting high electron temperature, in excess of 6000 K, accounts for the midlatitude
red arc phenomenonassociatedwith sucheventstrees and

Robie,1975]. We have assumeda downwardheat flux of

'ergydependence
e-2 below100eV.The auroralelectron
flux
is imposed at the upper boundary at 800 km. Our model
covers the region between 80 and 800 km. At the lower
boundary of 80 km, zero backscatteredflux is assumedin the
transport equation, photochemicalequilibrium is assumedin
the continuity equations, and equal electron, ion, and neutral temperatures are assumedin the energy equations. Our
assumedinput parameters and boundary conditionsare rep-

resentativeof observedauroral events[c.f. Winninghamet
al., 1977;PullJamet al., 1981;Lummerzheimet al., 1989].
The self-consistentpolarization field associatedwith the
auroral event specified above and computed from equation

I x 10• eV cm-2 s-• whichyieldsvaluesof T, typically (2) is shownin Figure 1. The dominantterm is the electron density gradient, yielding an upward directed field of

measured during auroral activity.

The polarizationelectricfield,equation(2), hasthreecon- about 3 /•V/m at 350 km and a near-constantvalueof 1.5
tributions that arise from the electron density and elec- /•V/m above500 kin. The temperaturegradientterm protron temperature gradients and from a field-aligned current. If the field-aligned current is attributed to the flow

duces a downward directed field, since the gradient is positive

at all altitudes.

The

electric

field

due to the current

of suprathermal(i.e., auroral and photoelectron)electrons density term is small and directed upward. Only the curonly and the parallel conductivity is assumedto be due to
collisions,

e2T•e

then the J/•,
terms.

The

term is small comparedwith the gradient

electron-neutral

and electron-ion

collision

fre-

quenciesare •,• and •, respectively. Measurements of the
geomagneticfield perturbations in the topside auroral ionosphere have shown, however, that the actual current may
be much larger than the auroral electronstream would suggest, implying the presenceof a substantial thermal component of the current. If an "anomalous" resistanceis present
in the topside ionosphere under auroral precipitation conditions, then the contribution of the current term to the
parallel electric field may be much larger than the minimum
associatedwith the polarization effect. We will discussthis
possibility by adding an arbitrary parallel electric field to

equation(2). For the purposeof this studywe assumethat
this field is maintained by the field-alignedauroral currents
in the vicinity of an auroral arc. Such fields will perturb
the thermal balance in the ionosphericelectron gas, but in •
this paper we focus on the effectsof the parallel field on the
electron energy distribution function. Joule heating from
parallel electric fields of the magnitude adopted here is negligibly small.
NUMERICAL

RESULTS

To evaluate the consequences
of a parallel electricfield and
the Earth's dipole magnetic field on the energydistribution
of electron fluxes, we have carried out numerical calculations

of the coupledelectrontransport, ion continuity,and energy
equationsfor an auroral event representingan external flux
.sourceand for a solar caserepresentingan embeddedsource
of photoelectrons. We present the auroral casefirst.

rent carried by the energetic flux is included in this term
which is smaller than the field-alignedcurrent inferred from
measurementsof magnetic field perturbations recorded by
instruments on board satellites and rockets overflying auro-

ral arcs [c.f. Lanchesterand Wallis, 1985; Lanchesterand

Rees,1987].A reversal,
to a downward
directedEll, occurs
at about 200 km, but this has no effect on the electron intensity distribution'which is controlled entirely by collisional
interactions

below

about

300 kin.

The differential electron flux computed from our model
aurora is shown in Figure 2 at 800, 400, and 200 km. The
downward flux at 800 km is the imposedboundary value, but
the upward flux is the result of elasticand inelasticcollisions,
as well as the polarization electric field and dipole magnetic
Polarization
800

ß ß ß i

700

'

Electric

ß ß i

ß ß ß [I '

__ E_total

600

....

Field
'

i

'

ß ß

li

E_dens.

_ _ E_temp.
500

....

curr.

400

// I

3OO
-6

-4

-2

0

2

4

Electric Field
Fig. 1. Altitude profile of the polarization field for the auroral
case presented in the text. The total field as well as terms
correspondingto the density gradient, temperature gradient, and
current are shown. Positive values signify upward directed fields.
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Fig. 2. Dii•erential auroral electron fluxes for an assumed downward input flux at 800 kin.
downward and upward herrdspheric fluxes are shown at three altitudes.
field.

Collisional

and field effects contribute

to the evolution

of the distribution with increasing atmosphericdepth, and
we note that at 200 kin, the downward and upward components of the flux are virtually identical up to energiesof
several

tens of electron

volts.

The structure

at 2 to 3 eV is

The computed

increase at 800 km in the backscattered flux should produce
effects such as electron heating and enhancementof optical emissionsthat may be observed. The parallel electric
field is entirely responsible for perturbations in the 10-eV
electron flux. Profiles of the upward and downward fluxes,

attributed to the large crosssectionfor excitation of vibra-

shown in Figure 4b, illustrate the combinedeffectsof the
embeddedsourceregion,the accelerating/decelerating
electric field, and the elastic and inelastic scattering processes.
For different boundary conditions, that is different electron
functionsassembledby œurnrnerzhe{m
[1987]in our electron fluxes at the top of the atmosphere, the contribution of the
transport model. The transport equation is solved using various terms in the transport equation will, of course,differ
four streams.
To assess the contributions
of fields to the
from the case illustrated in Figures 4a and 4b.
Observations of large parallel current densities at edges
structure of the differential fluxes, we have repeated the caltional levels in N•., but the effect becomes pronounced only
at levels where molecular species become abundant. We
use the extensive compilation of cross sections and phase

suggest
the development
of paralculationsunderfive differentassumptions:
(1) no magnetic of auroralarcstructures
field gradientand no polarizationfield, (2) no magneticfield lel electricfieldsdue to nonohmicresistance
gradientanda self-consistent
E[[,(3) a dipolemagnetic
field 1977, $tas{e•{cz, 1984]. We have investigatedthe conseanda self-consistent
E[[ (leadingto theresults
in Figure2), quencesof imposingboth a uniform and a linearly increasing
(4) a dipolemagnetic
fieldandanE[[consisting
ofthepolar- upward directed parallel electric field, in addition to the selfization field and an additional 20 •V/m applieduniformly, consistentpolarizationfield; magnitudesof 10 and 15 •V/m
and(5) a dipolemagneticfieldandan E[[ consisting
of the for the uniform and 0 to 20 and 0 to 30 •V/m for the linpolarization field and an additional field that increaseslinearly increasingfield were adopted. Sincethe largest effect
early from 0 to 40 •V/m between 300 and 800 kin. The of an E[[is onthe electronfluxbelow100eV,weshowthereresults are displayed in different ways in Figures 3 and 4. suits of our computations in the energy range between3 and
The downward and upward directed hemisphericalfluxes are 100 eV. The curves in Figures 5a and 5b essentiallyexpand
shownin Figures 3a and 3b at 800 km and 400 kin, respec- upon the results shown in Figures 3a and 3b: the downward
tively, to illustrate the different effectsof the magnetic and flux at the upper boundaryof 800 km is given(and not
electric fields. At 800 km the downward flux is the imposed shownin the figure),whilethe upwardmovingelectrons
are
boundary condition, while the upward flux showsthe effect decelerated; the upward flux is also deceleratedat 400 km,
of deceleration by the parallel electric field at electron ener- but this term is overshadowed by the embedded source and
gies below 100 eV. The magnetic mirror force has the effect scattering terms; the downward flux at 400 km undergoes
of increasingthe upward flux at electron energiesabovea few substantial acceleration,increasingthe 3-eV flux by a factor
hundred electronvolts. The 400-km altitude regimeis closer of more than 2 for the 30-•V/m linearly increasingelectric
to the embedded source of secondary electrons, and the defield. Height profiles of the 10-eV downward and upward
celerating effect of the electric field is offset by the increased fluxes are shownin Figure 6. A substantial enhancementin
source term.

The

collision

terms

likewise

tend

to decrease

the field effects. Even so, the enhancedparallel electric field
effectively increases the low-energy portion of the electron
flux. Figure 4 illustrates the same point. The downward
component of the 2-keV flux is unperturbed over the entire
altitude range, while the upward flux showsthe effect of the
magnetic mirror force above about 300 km. The factor of 2

the omnidirectional

flux between

250 and 600 km is shown

for the 0- to 30-•V/m linearly increasingparallel electric
field. At the altitude at which the upper boundary is imposed,the downward flux shownin the figure is not realistic.
More likely, the increase in the flux under the influence of

an E[[ shouldpersistat the boundary.The samepointapplies to the downward flux at 800 krn shown in Figure
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Fig. 3a. Electron energy spectra of downward and upward hemisphericfluxes at 800 km for five different cases:

no electricfield and a homogeneous
nm•netic field (solidlines), a polarizationfield and a homogeneous
nm•netic
field (dotted lines), a polarizationfield and a divergentrn•etic field (dashedlines), a polarizationfield plus
a uniform electricfield of 20 •V/m and a divergentrn•etic field (dash-dottedlines), and a polarizationfield
plus a field that linearly increasesfrom zero at 300 km to 40 •V/m at 800 km and a divergent rn•etic field
(dash-triple-dotted
lines).
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Fig. 3b. The electron energy spectra of downward and upward hemispheric fluxes at 400 km for the same cases
as in Figure 3a.

However, deceleration of the upward flux may result in little
changeof the omnidirectional flux.

DISCUSSION

OF THE AURORAL

CASE

The omnidirectional electron flux is the parameter that
accounts for auroral ionization, plasma temperature enhancements, and auroral spectral emission features. Optical emissions do not influence the electron flux; the energy is radiated out of the region of excitation. Ionization
and the electron temperature appear in various terms of the
transport equation, necessitatingthe coupled solutionsof
the transport, continuity, and energy equations described
above. The electron density and electron temperature profiles obtained by including the self-consistentpolarization

field in the coupled solution are shown in Figure 7 for the
auroral case described in the preceding section. The electron density profile is influencedvery little by a parallel field.
This is to be expected becauseionization crosssectionshave
maxima between about 100 eV and 200 eV, and in this energy range the electron flux is not significantlyperturbed by
the electricfield. Heating of the ambient electrongasis most

efficientin collisionswith low-energyauroralelectrons(c.f.
equation5) and it is this populationthat is mostsensitive
to the influence of electric fields. However, in the presence

of large parallel electric fields the electrongasis alsoheated

by noncollisional
plasmaeffects,andequation(5) no longer
provides the sole sourceof heating. A downward heat flux
from the magnetosphere also contributes to electron heating. The electron temperature cannot be computed without
quantitative knowledge of all heat sources.
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Excitation thresholds of several prominent auroral emission features lie in the energy regime of a few electron volts,

cutoffat 30.1•,andthusoursourceof photoelectrons
is limited to 224 eV. Following the conclusionsof Winningham

notablythe O('D) and O('S) statesand the N(2D) and et al. [1989], we includea small conjugatephotoelectron
a downward
flux of 0.03 erg cm-• s-1
N(2P) states. Electronimpactis an importantsourceof flux by specifying
O(1D),andits excitation
rateis directlyproportional
to the with a characteristic energy of 50 eV at the upper boundmagnitude of the electron flux. A parallel electric field may,

ary. Solving the coupled electron transport, ion continuity,

therefore,
substantially
increase
theexcitation
rateof O(1D) and energy equationsas previouslydescribed,we obtain the
at an altitude

where collisional

aleactivation

is minimal.

An

height profile of the polarization electric field shownin Figure 8. The upward directed field is almost constant above
tationofO(1D). Whilethermalexcitation
hasbeenincluded 400 km at a level of about 1 •V/m. The major contribution
in currentmodelsof the 6300-.1•
emission,
the enhancementis due to the electron density gradient term.
The downward and upward componentsof the photoelecof the low-energy electron flux by a parallel electric field has
not been included and could be substantial.
tron flux are shownin Figure 9 at three altitudes. ComparAn enhanced flux of secondary auroral electronsdue to a ison with Figure 2 (the auroralcase)showsthe difference
parallel electric field may help to account for auroral obser- produced by the embeddedsourcewhich attains a maximum
vations that have, to our knowledge,remainedunexplained. at about 200-kin altitude. We note that the upward flux at
Starmet [1955, Figure 90] givesexamplesof auroralrays 800 km in the 10- to 40-eV energy region exceedsthe downthat extend as high as 600 km in the nonsunlit atmosphere ward flux by I order of magnitude to become a sourceof
(sunlit auroraeoccurevenhigher). The probleminvolves conjugate photoelectrons. The result of solvingthe coupled
obtaining an excitation rate that is sufficientto produceob- governingequations showsthat the contributionsof various
increase of the electron temperature further enhancesexci-

servableaurora(visuallyand photographically
in St6rmer's terms(sources,sinks,elasticscattering,inelasticprocesses,
data). The excitationrate at altitudez is
polarizationfield, dipolemagneticfield, etc.) makesit virtually impossible to predict by hand-waving arguments the
evolution

of the electron

flux with

altitude.

Detailed

trans-

port calculations coupled with the ion chemistry and energetics are required to model the responseof the atmosphere
to solar ionization.

wheren(z) is the numberdensityof neutral speciesthat
Figure 10 showsthat photoelectronfluxes that are comare excited,•"(e) is the energydependentexcitationcross puted with our model including the self-consistentparallel
section,and I(e, z) is the omnidirectional
electronintensity. electric field and photoelectron fluxes that are computed
Auroral electrons penetrate through the low-density region
of the atmosphere without depositing much energy locally.
An appreciable intensity, therefore, depends on the back-

without including the effectsof this field exhibit only small
differences. Uncertainties in the solar EUV flux outweigh
these changesof the photoelectron flux. The electron denscattered(upward)componentand an enhanced
downward sity and electron temperature profiles obtained for this solar
componentdue to a parallel electricfield (Figure 5). It
caseby solvingthe coupledtransport, continuity,and energy
is likely that during a large geomagneticstorm, the atmoequations are shown in Figure 7.
sphereis heated and expandsto increasethe neutral density
at a given altitude. Excitation crosssectionsare now better
known than they were in St6rmer's time. We now need calCONCLUSIONS
ibrated auroral observationsof very high nonsunlit auroral
rays to investigate the proposedhypothesis.
The effectsof a parallel electric field and the geomagnetic
field on auroral electron and photoelectron distributions in
the topside ionospherehave been investigated. This has

EFFECTOF Ell ON PHOTOELECTRON
FLUXES

The source of photoelectrons is embedded in the atmosphere, supplemented by a small external flux from the conjugate hemisphere. We investigate the effects of the polarization electric field on the photoelectron flux in the absenceof any auroral precipitation. Severalinvestigatorshave

solvedthe photoelectrontransportproblem[e.g. Banksand
Nagy, 1970; Oran and 5trickland, 1978; Link, 1992], but
none have included a self-consistentpolarization field. We
have compared our photoelectron sourceand transport calculation to the results of previouslypublishedphotoelectron

Polarization

Electric

Field

800
700

•600
500
400

transportcalculations[Meier et al., 1985;Link, 1992]and
found good agreement.
We use a photoelectron production code developed by

œilensten[1989] to generatethe sourcefunctionat a solar
zenith angleof 87ø at 1510 LT. Like other investigators,we
adoptthe solarEUV spectrafrom Hin•eregger
[1981]for solar maximum and solar minimum conditionsand interpolate
betweenthem assuminga linear dependenceof the spectral
EUV flux on the F10.?flux. These EUV spectrahave a lower
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Fig. 8. Altitude profries of the polarization field for the photoelectron case. The total field as well as terms correspondingto the
density gradient, temperature gradient, and current are shown.
Positive values signify upward directed fields.
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